Nanny Sophie’s Fried Chicken

Cheese Doughnuts
Chef Steven Kerr with the Beef
Wellington

ADAM HANDLING COMES ‘HAME’*

Chef and restaurateur, Adam Handling, has launched a new food delivery and collection
service, Hame - the Scottish word for home - to offer a taste of his restaurant experience to
be enjoyed in homes in and around London.
The menu offers some of chef Adam’s most loved dishes from his restaurants, The Frog
Hoxton, Frog by Adam Handling and Adam Handling Chelsea, and a few that he has
developed whilst cooking at home during lockdown. You can expect to see Cheese
Doughnuts; Nanny Sophie’s Fried Chicken; Whole lobster, carrot, lemongrass, and - for family
sharing - you can opt for a whole Beef Wellington with clotted cream mash, spring greens,
and roast carrots.
Rather than providing hot dishes, the food from Hame will arrive fully prepared, ready for
cooking and plating at home, complete with recipes and full step-by-step video instructions.
“I've been asked on countless occasions to launch a food delivery service and I've replied in
the same way every time, 'I would honestly love to but my food just won't travel well',” says
Adam. “So, we’ve come up with a way that I think is going to work perfectly.”

“We’ve done all of the food preparation ourselves to make it as simple as possible. Just scan
the QR code on the recipe card, included with your order, to see a video of me showing you
how to cook all the prepared components and put the finishing touches to your dishes.”
In addition to the food, you can order classic cocktails from the Eve Bar list, and matching
wines, to complete the perfect home dining experience.
Hame is available Thursdays to Sundays and orders must be given 48 hours ahead of
preferred delivery/collection date.
If you would like to collect your Hame order, you can do so at Frog by Adam Handling. Any
orders below £150 must be collected or a delivery charge will be applied. All collections have
to be pre-arranged, in order to comply with social distancing rules.
Delivery is available, for free, with orders over £150 within a 10-mile radius of Frog by Adam
Handling. If your location is outside the 10 mile delivery radius, you can
email enquiries@adamhandling.co.uk and they will do their best to accommodate the
request.

Frog by Adam Handling
34-35 Southampton Street
London
WC2E 7HG

www.adamhandling.co.uk
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